Top 10 Reasons Financial Institutions Bank
on Vox Mobile for EMM
The financial services industry has had to reconsider its
traditional business strategy, moving from being transaction-led
and evolving to a more customer-centric business. Vox Mobile
is helping financial institutions transform by leveraging the full
capabilities of their enterprise mobility management (EMM)
solutions to bridge the gap between brick-and-mortar branches
and providing a fully immersive financial experience.

1

Enhances the Customer Experience
With optimally managed mobility solutions, backed by 24/7 experienced support, your banking
kiosk customers can have both convenience and a more personalized experience, without any
added stress.

2

Boosts Employee Productivity
Vox Mobile’s lifecycle management services ensure apps, devices, and contract renewals are always
up to date, so you can be confident your staff has the latest tools to serve your customers.

3

Simplifies Kiosk Management
From helping you choose the right devices for your institution to ensuring hassle-free deployment
and 24/7 support, Vox Mobile alleviates mobility management headaches.

4

Maintains Audit Compliance
Our round-the-clock security monitoring enhances your EMM’s capacity to effectively manage your
mobile devices and their content, ensuring alignment with required security protocols.
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5

Strengthens Data Security
Vox Mobile helps financial services organizations plan and manage IT architectures that
must interact with anyone, anywhere via mobile B2C, B2B and BYOD connections—without
compromising security.

6

Supports BYOD
We provide the tools to manage an effective BYOD environment that strengthens your staff’s
abilities to serve clients, using their personal devices with confidence.

7

Simplifies Mobility Management
With Vox Mobile’s MDM support, your team can easily manage a host of disparate devices, and the
data on those devices, in a variety of use cases and end-user hands.

8

Encourages Banking Evolution
We help financial institutions freely transform to meet customer needs, without having to worry
about the complexities of infrastructure support and security.

9

Enhances ROI
From simplifying deployment and management of thousands of mobile devices to driving
enterprise adoption and reducing shelf-ware, Vox Mobile enables companies to save time, money
and resources that can impact their bottom line.

10

Provides Comprehensive Support
Vox Mobile is your trusted advisor through the journey, offering end-to-end services, including
consultation, design, staging, same-day delivery, and help desk support.

Vox Mobile: Your Digital Transformation Partner
Vox Mobile supports and strengthens all Gartner-recommended EMM platforms,
offers substantial savings on licensing, and provides end-to-end services—from
consultation and design to end-user and help-desk assistance—for a dynamic
mobile user experience for both customers and bank employees alike.
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